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7: Lead, Zinc and Silver 

Original text by Dave Williams 

 Additional material contributed by Peter Claughton, Mike Gill, Phil Newman, Robert Waterhouse and 

with comments by Jake Almond, John Barnatt, David Poyner, and Lynn Willies 

7.1 Introduction 

This section deals with the three metal elements, lead (Pb), zinc (Zn) and silver (Ag). In general, the 
ores of these metals are of hydrothermal origin, occupying vein structures or stratiform deposits, and 
are usually in the sulphide form of galena (PbS), sphalerite (ZnS) and argentite (Ag2S). Weathered parts 
of veins may include lead carbonate (cerussite), lead chlorophosphate (pyromorphite) zinc carbonate 
(calamine or smithsonite ZnCO3) or zinc silicate (hemimorphite). Of these, only cerussite and 
smithsonite can be considered as sources of lead/zinc in England. Silver is usually present in solid 
solution within galena in England, nearly always in very small proportions although supergene action 
close to surface can result in significantly increased silver values in shallow deposits. It is also found, 
though rarely, as native silver and as discrete silver compounds, silver sulphides or as a component in 
more complex minerals such as tetrahedrite in combination with both lead a copper.  

 

7.2 Location  

Lead, zinc and silver mines occur principally in eleven counties of England, divisible into seven 
orefields. Devon and Cornwall is made up primarily of the Cornubian orefield; in Devon the deposits 
lie in the Teign Valley, around Plympton, Mary Tavy, Bere Ferrers in the Tamar Valley. There are, 
however, lead mines in the north of the county at Combe Martin and near South Molton, Swimbridge 
and Bideford, which are not part of the orefield associated with Cornubian granite emplacement. 
Further west Cornish lead mines exist at Menheniot, East Wheal Rose, Newlyn, Mount’s Bay, St. 
Agnes, Porthleven, and Silver Valley, south of Kit Hill; again, as in North Devon, with some mines near 
Newquay which predate the granite emplacement. The Mendip orefield is confined to Somerset and the 
outskirts of Bristol where the principal mines are located near Charterhouse and Priddy. In 
Shropshire the lead orefield is mainly on or slightly west of the Stiperstones Ridge. In the Peak 
District of Derbyshire lead mines are distributed throughout the White Peak area, with a small 
adjacent area in Staffordshire. The Yorkshire lead mines are to be found throughout the Yoredale 
formations of the Dales, particularly at Grassington Moor, Greenhow, Wharfedale, Wensleydale, 
Swaledale and Arkengarthdale. The North Pennine lead, zinc and silver orefield was in Teesdale, 
Weardale and Rookhope in County Durham and in Northumberland mining took place at Allendale, 
around Haydon Bridge and Blanchland. Cumbria’s lead mines are in the east around Alston Moor and 
Nenthead and along the western escarpment of the Cross Fell massif. To the west, a small orefield 
existed in the Lake District, where lead was mined in Patterdale, on the Caldbeck Fells and around 
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Keswick. The character of each orefield with relevance to the mining techniques has been summarised 
by Cranstone (1992a, 11-15). 

 

7.3 The Consumption of Lead, Zinc and Silver 

7.3.1 Lead 

Lead has been produced in England since the Bronze Age (see Section 2.6.1). and evidence of its likely 
production in the Mendips in the Iron Age has also been recorded (see Section 2.6.2). Silver was rarely 
found in a native form and, with no evidence as yet for the extraction of silver from lead ores, the few 
silver artefacts found in Britain from the pre-Roman period were probably imported.  

The accelerated exploitation of lead and silver resources commenced in the Roman period. Pliny noted 
in the 1st-century AD that ‘In Britain it is found in the upper layer of soil and in such quantity that a 
law was passed without protest, prohibiting the extraction of more than a fixed amount’ (Pliny 1992). 
Roman mining is known to have taken place in the Mendips, Shropshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire as 
pigs of lead have been found in all these areas (see Section 2.6.3).  

Lead mining activity appears to have declined significantly, if it did not cease altogether, after the 
departure of the Romans. How much lead was available to be robbed from abandoned buildings, when 
demand resumed in the post Roman period, is unclear; there is some evidence to suggest that recycled 
lead was already being exported at the end of the Roman period (Claughton 2011, 58). However, a 
revival in lead mining came from the 7th century AD with lead being increasingly used for construction 
purposes and the Derbyshire Peak was a significant centre of production (Claughton 2011). The 
Domesday Book refers on several occasions to the Derbyshire lead industry (Morgan & Wood 1978) but 
information on similar taxable production is lacking for other areas, particularly the north of England. 
Evidence from smelting sites in the north of England and south-western Scotland does however suggest 
that lead was being worked across the area from the 10th century onwards and, by the 12th century, the 
North Pennines, Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Shropshire were contributing to an increasing trade in lead 
(Claughton 2009). From this time and into the medieval period the greatest consumption of lead was for 
ecclesiastical buildings and coffin-making, examples of the latter have been found at many early 
cathedral and monastic sites (Raistrick & Jennings 1965). The constructional uses were both for roofing 
and as a form of mortar for bonding masonry in fortifications, such as at the White Tower in London. (B 
Gilmour, pers comm). A quantity would also have been used for leaded glass windows, soldering, 
alloying (with tin to make pewter), and jewellery. The recovery of silver was practiced throughout this 
period and the topic has been explored by Claughton and others (Rippon, Claughton & Smart, 2009; see 
section below). 

The production of lead subsided after the release onto the market of large amounts of the metal stripped 
from the roofs of ecclesiastical buildings during the dissolution of the monasteries in the 1530s 
(Blanchard 1995). But this trend was reversed in the post-medieval period by the demand for lead in 
the recovery of silver from copper ores in central Europe, the saigerprocess, which stimulated a 
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significant recovery in production. This, and the introduction of gunpowder as a propellant creating a 
demand for shot, was to take large amounts of lead out of the stock capable of being recycled (Burt 
1995, 32-34). Cast lead continued to be used for water management both in supply and waste systems 
an many churches and high status buildings, were adorned with lead cisterns and downspouts in the 
post-medieval period. An innovative use during the 15th century was in creating the type for the newly 
introduced printing press. There was also an active export trade from ports on the east coast of 
England, including Hull, Yarm and Newcastle (Raistrick & Jennings, 1965). In this period the principal 
lead producing orefield was Derbyshire.  

The consumption of lead continued to rise over the next four centuries. It continued to be utilised for 
shot, typesetting, roofing and drainage, but new uses were also found for the metal. These included red 
and white lead used as paints and pigments, and also lead used in electrical equipment, both as cable 
sheathing and as battery plates. In the 20th century lead was also used for shielding of radioactive 
sources and as tetra-ethyl lead as an additive in petrol. Lead has also been used where a great weight is 
required, as in the counterweight for sash windows and balance weights. Large amounts were used in 
the run-joints of cast-iron water pipes. 

Silver continued to be extracted from lead ores wherever there was enough silver in the ore to make the 
process worthwhile. Increased efficiency resulted from the introduction of the Pattinson process 
patented in 1833 and the Parkes processes in the 1850s (Tylecote 1992) (see silver section below). 

 

7.3.2 Zinc 

The main demand for zinc prior to the 19th century was in the form of unprocessed calamine ores used 
for alloying with copper to produce brass but later consumption was as metallic zinc, also an ingredient 
of brass, but used in large quantities for rust-proofing of iron and steel, including galvanizing of iron 
sheeting after the hot dipping process was patented in 1837 (Day, 1998). In the UK zinc production had 
two main phases: Calamine, otherwise known as Smithsonite (zinc carbonate) was worked around the 
Mendips from the late 16th century, following its discovery in 1566 and in parallel with attempts to 
develop an English copper industry. Production at the first English brass works to utilize the metal at 
Bristol came much later in the 17th century (Day 1975, 32). Because the metal vaporised before it 
became molten and rapidly oxidised to a powdery material on contact with air, the calamine was not 
smelted into zinc, but used in a roasted (calcined) state with pellets of copper and charcoal in sealed 
vessels.  

Zinc metal was rare until the 1740s, but in 1738 William Champion developed a process for making 
metallic zinc by heating a mixture of calamine and charcoal in large sealed crucibles and distilling the 
fume in water. In the 18th century mines in Derbyshire, at Castleton, Cromford, Bonsal and 
Wirksworth, and in North Wales, were supplying calamine to the Cheadle brass makers. Calamine was 
still being worked in the 1830s-40s, though probably as a small part of zinc output by then. Buildings 
and mine remains associated with Calamine production have been recorded in and around Malham 
(Yorkshire) and a ‘Calamine Pit’ is known at Bowland-with-Leagram, in Lancashire (M Gill pers comm). 
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At Cobscar Mine (North Yorkshire) a ‘Calamine House’ or calciner survives and is now a scheduled 
monument (NMR No. 34827). Calamine mines are also know in the Mendip orefield, where Singing 
River has been a focus for investigation (Richards 1971, 7-9; Schmitz 1976, 81-3).  

Another important advance came in 1758 with the development of a process for smelting zinc from 
roasted sphalerite, often referred to as ‘blende’ (zinc sulphide), an ore which was more plentiful than 
calamine and often occurs alongside galena in certain mineral veins.  

But sphalerite was often considered a low value mineral and a nuisance at lead mines, where it was 
particularly difficult to separate using gravity methods. It was generally thrown away when separated 
as part of the 19th-century lead dressing processes. However, it appears to have been worked where 
veins had been left unworked by lead miners or the blende had been separated and stowed in old lead 
workings, or surface spoil heaps, at times when prices were suitably high to make its recovery 
economical. In a few cases the blende was mined alongside the galena. A few British mines were able to 
exploit blende deposits in this way, which had been largely developed as part of lead working. Although 
many of these were located in Wales, in Devon, Silverbrook Mine, Borringdon Consols and the mines in 
the Teign valley worked principally for lead, had a recorded output of zinc in the 1850s (Burt 1984) and 
mines in Cumberland, including Nenthead, produced over 9000 tons of zinc ores per annum from 1856 
onwards (Burt et al 1982).  

 

7.3.3 Silver 

The evidence for the extraction (mining) of silver-bearing ores is in most cases indistinguishable from 
that for the mining of lead. There was a continuing demand for silver in coinage, re-introduced into 
England in the 7th century, with its increased use in commercial transactions. Most silver obtained in 
England came from lead ores and it is only in the processing of the ores and more particularly the lead 
metal after smelting, that distinctive archaeological features are to be found. It should, however, be 
borne on mind that most mining of lead ores was initially carried out with a view to extracting the 
silver, the value of which, in many cases, exceeded that of the lead. The earlier mines, up to the end of 
the 12th century, were effectively silver mines. From the 13th century onwards those mines which 
continued to return high silver values, for example those at Bere Ferrers in the Tamar Valley of south-
west Devon, were technologically advanced when compared to non-argentiferous workings and present 
some distinctive archaeological evidence. 

Although most silver in England was extracted from lead ores there is a small group of mines in east 
Cornwall, in the western part of Calstock parish, which worked rich silver-bearing ores including 
argentite and other silver sulphide minerals (Jenkin 1976, 24-31; Dines 1956, 636). The ores were first 
noted in the 16th century but the successful period of working was confined to the early part of the 19th 
century. Two of the mines in that group, the Prince of Wales Mine and Wheal Brothers, have been 
investigated in archaeological assessments carried out by Cornwall Historic Environment Services. 
There are, however, no features present (nor to be expected) on those silver mining sites, other than the 
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lead-silver smelter erected in the 1830s, which are markedly different to those associated with the deep 
mining of the tin and copper ores also found at these and other adjoining mines (Buck 2006; 2008a). 

 

7.4 Geology  
Mineral deposition took place as a result of the injection of heated and pressurised solutions into joints 
and fissures caused by earth movements in the late Carboniferous period. The engines driving this 
process include ‘seismic pumping’ of solutions from deep under the North Sea and the convection 
currents created by high heat associated with granite magma under the south-west of England and the 
Lake District. As different solutions crystallize out at different temperatures, minerals will occur in 
different zones in these joints and fissures. Some solutions may dissolve the country rock and produce 
replacement deposits adjacent to these joints and fissures.  

Lead and zinc ores principally (but not always) occur in hydrothermal vein structures within host rocks 
and the latter varies depending the region. In Devon and Cornwall they occur in rocks of the Devonian 
era. The majority of lead lodes in Devon and Cornwall are N-S cross courses (i.e. at 90° to the prevailing 
strike of the tin and copper lodes) which have formed in the metamorphic killas zones, such as the 
Teign Valley, though E-W lodes are known associated with copper at St Agnes (see Dines 1956). This is 
also seen at Plympton in, Devon and Silver Valley, Cornwall. The lead deposits in North Devon and 
West Somerset, on the borders of Exmoor, and probably those immediately to the south-west of 
Newquay in Cornwall are, as stated earlier, stratiform deposits of syngenetic origin predating the 
Cornubian granite emplacement (Scrivener & Bennett 1983; Beer & Scrivener 1982, 123). In the 
Mendip region silver-lead veins occur in the Carboniferous limestone, principally centred around 
Charterhouse. Along the Pennine chain lead and zinc bearing veins also occur in Carboniferous 
limestone, as well as cherts and sandstones. The West Shropshire orefield occurs in rocks of Ordovician 
age on either side of the Shelve anticline, whilst further north the situation in the Lake District is more 
complex. Around Keswick the veins are hosted in Cambro-Ordovician age rocks, but the veins in the 
Helvellyn and Caldeck Fell areas are hosted in Ordovician volcanic rocks.  

In all cases the deposition of lead and zinc veins are modified by intrusions of beds and dykes of various 
volcanically derived material. In some cases the mineralising fluids have been trapped below 
impervious beds to form rich wing deposits (flats), whilst in other cases veins have been truncated and 
shifted by faults and dykes. Lead mineralization also occurs, particularly in the Peak District, as 
primary deposits in palaeo-karst caves where they are known as pipe-works. Other places called ‘pipes’ 
by miners were later caves which had passed through and eroded mineral deposits, resulting in 
redeposition of mineral-rich sediments elsewhere in the cave system. Surficial and supergene ore-
forming processes will enhance silver content along some veins, but this may also be subject to erosion 
(Robb, 2005). Ores of lead, including silver-rich ores, have also been found as float deposits following the 
physical weathering of country rocks at surface, as at Chesters in the South Tyne valley in what is now 
Cumbria (Dunham 1990, 69) and, in some instances in Derbyshire, possibly underground (Riewerts 
1991). 
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7.5 Historical Research 
Specialised interest in recording the history of lead and zinc mining commenced in the 19th century with 
the works of Forster (1809), Farey (1811), Murchison (1876), Wallace (1890), Sopwith (1833) and others. 
In the later 20th century specialised books on the topic aimed at a wider audience became available, 
including A History of Lead Mining in the Pennines (Raistrick & Jennings 1965), Derbyshire Lead 

Mining through the Centuries (Kirkham 1968), and The Lead Miners of the Northern Pennines (Hunt 
1970). However, some of these books are now rather dated – although The British Lead Mining Industry 
(Burt 1984) has stood the test of time – and there is a need for some revised histories. Some recent up to 
date material has been produced for some regions, as with Lead Mining in the Peak District (Ford & 
Rieuwerts 2000) and The Lead, Copper and Barytes Mines of Shropshire (Shaw 2009). 

Lead and zinc mining, has attracted some of the greatest research effort amongst mining historians and 
archaeologists in England, comparable with that of tin, copper and iron. This may be due to the relative 
ease of access to both surface and underground remains compared with, for example, coal mines. As a 
result, several regional societies have grown up dedicated to the research and preservation of lead 
mining remains and a large corpus of newsletters, journals, books and theses has become available, 
providing much and varied information.  

Several of the lead mining districts lie either in or partly within National Parks - including the Peak 
District, the Yorkshire Dales and the Lake District - or in the Areas of Outstandng Natural Beauty 
(AONBs), such as the Mendip Hills, Nidderdale and the North Pennines, while the lead mines of 
Cornwall and some in Devon are covered, together with other mining remains, by the Cornish Mining 
World Heritage Site. All these bodies have commissioned landscape and archaeological/historical 
reports to investigate and record lead mining remains. The results of many have been produced in ‘grey’ 
format although some may lie unpublished within archives.  

In the 1950s an increasing number of cavers and other enthusiasts began exploring English lead and 
zinc mines and recording mining remains. By the early 1960s they had formed societies which 
specialised in mining history. 

 

7.5.1 The Orefields 
Interest in the Shropshire lead mines was triggered in part by the production of Bulletin 14 of the 
Geological Survey in 1958 (Dines, 1958). The section on Shropshire spawned an interest in several 
individuals who, from about 1960, formed the Shropshire Mining Club (later the Shropshire Caving and 
Mining Club). From that time a series of publications has been produced detailing research into the 
history and archaeology of the mines in the county (Adams, 1962; Brown 1976; 1990, 1993a, 1993b; 
Brook & Allbutt, 1973; Pearce 1995; Shaw 2009) and a gazetteer by Pearce (1994) lists the metalliferous 
mines of the county. The largest of these mines, Snailbeach, and its associated smelt mill, have now 
been protected as Scheduled Monuments. They provide the most complete preserved example of a 19th-
century lead mining surface complex in Britain. 
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The Peak District, including the national park, which covers parts of Derbyshire and Staffordshire, 
contains arguably the best researched of the English lead orefields. An inventory demonstrating the 
former extent of lead mining sites, along with those surviving and considered of regional and national 
conservation importance, has been published by the Peak District National Park Authority (Barnatt & 
Penny 2004). An early trailblazer in Derbyshire was Nellie Kirkham who published countless articles in 
publications as diverse as Cave Science, The Peaklander Archaeological Society Bulletin, Derbyshire 
Archaeological Society Journal and PDMHS Bulletin (see below) before producing Derbyshire Lead 

Mining through the Centuries (1968; see Nash 1978). The Peak District Mines Historical Society 
(PDMHS) has been publishing a bi-annual journal, Mining History (formerly Bulletin of the PDMHS), 

for fifty years and together with a number of special publications have provided detailed accounts of the 
history, geology and archaeology of mining in this district and beyond. The most prolific writer on the 
Derbyshire orefield is Rieuwerts who, in his Lead Mining in Derbyshire: History, Development and 

Drainage series, has provided historical accounts for Castleton, and River Wye (2007), Millers Dale to 
Allport and Dovedale (2008), Elton to the Via Gellia (2010), Cromford and Wirksworth (forthcoming). 
The same author, in partnership with Ford has also produced a general account and guide to Peak 
District lead mines (Ford & Rieuwerts 2000). Lead mines of the Manifold valley have been covered by 
Porter and Robey (2000). 

Willies has written extensively on surface evidence (1975, 1977, 1991), including water power (2004) as 
well as lead ore dressing and smelting (1991; 1998) and in a joint publication on the history of Magpie 
Mine (Willies et al 1987), while Kiernan (1989) has reflected on the 16th century lead industry. Barnatt 
(2002, 2003, 2009), Barnatt and Worthington (2006, 2007, 2009), Palmer and Neaverson (1989) have all 
examined the archaeology of lead mining sites in Derbyshire. PDMHS founded and maintains the Peak 
District Mining Museum at Matlock Bath, together with a library, archives, and collections. The Peak 
District is well served by historical archives at Sheffield, Matlock, Chatsworth and the Public Record 
Office at Kew. Other museums with lead mining displays are the Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, the 
Wirksworth Heritage Centre and the (temporarily closed) Silk Mill Museum in Derby. There are also 
some smaller groups operating in the Peak District, though with no known publication output. 

The first overview of Yorkshire’s lead mining fields was written by Backhouse for the Victoria History of 
the County of York (1912). Probably the county’s best known writer on, and publicist for, lead mining 
was Arthur Raistrick. A true polymath, he wrote papers and books on the topic between 1927 and 1983, 
and made major contributions to geology, especially palynology and glaciology, archaeology, history and 
landscape studies. In the 1940s potholers, led by Eli Simpson (1884-1962) of the British Speleological 
Association, began looking at lead mines especially where they were associated with caves. Nothing of 
significance was published but some very useful archives were amassed. One of their number, however, 
was Bob Clough who wrote on lead smelting mills in the Yorkshire Dales (1962). 

Since 1960 the history and archaeology of all aspects of Yorkshire’s lead mining fields have been 
researched by members of the Northern Mine Research Society (NMRS), which has published their 
findings in the British Mining series. Gill has written detailed monographs on mining in the South 
Craven and Bowland areas (1987), Grassington (1993; 2010), Wharfedale (1994), Greenhow (1998), The 
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Mines of Yorkshire (2003c) and Swaledale (2004a). Tyson has covered the Marrick (1989), Grinton 
(1995a) and Arkengarthdale mines (1995b). Their work, which includes numerous well-researched 
papers, has both corrected that of earlier writers, such as Clough and Raistrick, and produced much 
new material. An important paper by Spensley on the historical development of lead mining in the 
Wensleydale area to 1830 (2010) must be included with the foregoing. Landscapes, including 
underground, have been covered by Gill (2000), Roe (2003; 2007) and White (1989, 1995). 

Mining museums and dedicated collections/displays within local and regional museums play an 
important role in our interpretation of lead, silver and zinc mining. For Yorkshire there is the Yorkshire 
Dales Mining Museum at Earby, together with smaller collections at the Craven Museum at Skipton, 
the Nidderdale Museum at Pateley Bridge, the Dales Countryside Museum at Hawes, and the 
Swaledale Museum at Reeth.  

There is a scattered group of small lead mines outside the main Yorkshire orefields, which include 
mines at Cononley in North Yorkshire, and the Forest of Bowland, Thieveley and Anglezarke in 
Lancashire. Information on these areas is included in Gill (1987). 

The history of the Northern Pennine lead and zinc ore-field has also been researched by members of 
NMRS and the groups attached to the two museums at Killhope in Co. Durham and Nenthead in 
Cumbria. However, coverage is still patchy. Early published work includes Raistrick and Jennings 
(1965) History of Lead Mining in the Pennines. Fairbairn has published monographs on the Weardale 
Mines (1996), Allendale, Tynedale and Derwent (2000), and Upper Teesdale (2005). The North West of 
England has been explored by Turnbull (2006) and additional historical information may be gleaned 
from Dunham (Dunham, 1990). Archaeological excavations have been carried out, both at Killhope 
(Cranstone, 1986) and at Nenthead (North Pennines Archaeology pending). Site histories and field 
descriptions for a large number of lead mines along the western escarpment of the Pennines have been 
published recently by Smith and Murphy (2011).  

The Lake District lead ore-field has been researched by members of Cumbria Amenity Trust Mining 
History Society (CATMHS), whose several articles are published in their journal Mine Explorer. There 
are also numerous works by Tyler (1989; 1990; 1992; 1995), although the latter’s otherwise useful input 
into the discipline is marred by a lack of sources. A general view of Lakeland mining was produced by 
Shaw (1975). Historical aspects of Greenside Mine have been published by Murphy (1996) and 
Bannerdale Mine by Hewer (1984). Baugh Fell mines were discussed briefly by Lancaster (1989).  

The orefields of Devon and Cornwall have poor coverage for lead, zinc and silver. Historical accounts 
for the Cornubian orefield in west Devon and the majority of Cornwall being dominated by copper and 
tin. The topic is included mostly in more general books on mining including work for south-western 
Devon by Hamilton Jenkin (2005) and on Dartmoor by Harris (1968). Schmitz (1980) has published 
research focusing on the mines of the Teign Valley, complementing earlier work by Ramsden (1937), 
and Rippon et al (2009) have put historical research to good purpose as context to a landscape 
exploration of the Bere Ferrers medieval silver mines. Mayer (1990) highlighted the value of the 
documentary record for Bere Ferrers and its association with smelting at Calstock on the Cornish bank 
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of the Tamar; these areas have also been explored historically in various publications by Claughton 
(1994; 1996). Away from the Dartmoor granite there are smaller mines as at Newton St Cyres 
(Pamment & Slater 1988) and in north Devon (Claughton 1997). 

In Cornwall, lead mining, unlike tin and copper, does not have a dedicated volume, mainly because lead 
in this district mostly comes from mixture mines and the histories are usually integrated by mine 
researchers, including Booker (1974) who mentions lead, silver and zinc (blende) merely in passing. 
However, Buckley has included lead mines in his major work on Cornish mining (2006) and claims that 
although over 200 mines may have produced lead in that county, most of it was raised in just five mines 
(see also Burt 1984). Amongst those was East Wheal Rose for which a short history has been researched 
by Douch (1979) and the mines of the Menheniot area in east Cornwall were covered by Barlett (1994). 

The Mendip orefield has a history of Roman exploitation of both lead and silver but despite a well-
developed tradition of underground exploration by various organized groups, including the Mendip 
Caving Group and Bristol University Speleological Society, post-Roman historical research is largely 
restricted to Gough’s (1930) general history. The historical background for 19th-century re-working was 
investigated by Stanton & Clarke (1984) and some cavers have been inspired to investigate the origins 
of the working they were exploring (see Section ###). However, recent archaeological activity by the 
independent group the Charterhouse Environs Research Team (CHERT) has made a start on 
archaeological survey of the lead mines there too. 

 

7.6 Technology  
Lead mining, dressing and smelting techniques have been described by Burt (1984); Cranstone (1992); 
Willies (1990; 1991), Gill and Martell (1989; 1990; 1992) and numerous volumes focussing on specific 
mines or orefields (see above) where local variations may exist. In general, aspects of technological 
progression identifiable in the extraction of lead and zinc are shared by other non-ferrous metals, 
including copper and tin, though not necessarily synchronously. Also, the history, traditions, 
terminology, and to some extent the archaeology, of lead mining in Britain, including Wales where vast 
lead mines also once existed, are subject to considerable regional variation.  

 

7.6.1 Extraction 
Lead veins or rakes often run (strike) across country and, as is the case with most primary metallic 
deposits, early exploitation is evident by disturbance on the surface, running across the landscape 
following the strike of the vein. These earthworks represent the earliest surviving field remains of 
mining on such veins from where ore was removed by digging trenches or shafts of limited depth along 
the upper sections of any deposit shallow enough to be worked in this way. The appearance of these 
workings varies but may comprise linear alignments of small pits and amorphous hollows surrounded 
by hillocks of waste material often now partly smoothed by an overgrowth of turf. Alternatively surface 
working was carried out in long narrow trenches. These may also survive as earthworks but in some 
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places they have vertical rock-cut sides giving the appearance of quarry-like workings, with closely 
spaced roughly parallel rock faces defining the space from where vein material has been removed: an 
example survives at Dirtlow Rake near Castleton. The surface evidence on some lead rakes may be a 
combination of these forms of remains, but all have in common the limited penetration of the working, 
whether underground or open to the sky. Remains of these workings are very much in evidence in the 
Peak District, Cumbrian, Yorkshire and Mendip orefields. These sites cannot be dated on field evidence 
alone but documentary coverage of the industry in areas such as Derbyshire, suggests some opencast 
workings, such as Tideslow Rake are of 13th century date (Ford & Rieuwerts 2000, 24) and it is likely 
that most have medieval or post-medieval origins, though some may well be earlier. Some Mendip lead 
workings of this type have proven to have been working in the Roman period (Todd 2007).  

Once the shallow, silver enriched deposits had been worked out in areas such as the north Pennines the 
search for deeper silver bearing resources in Devon required improved drainage techniques. In the early 
14th century the development of deeper drainage adits reduced the reliance on manual water haulage 
using leather buckets (Rippon et al. 2009, 79-84). By the third quarter of the 15th century the demand 
for silver, the depth of the mines at Bere Ferrers, and the high cost of manual labour in hauling water 
and driving ever longer adits combined to stimulate the introduction of mechanised pumping (Ripon et 
al 2009, 109-19). Rippon, Claughton and Smart have investigated the evidence for these technological 
advances linked to the working of silver-bearing ores and identified related features in the field.  

The depth of the early workings was restricted by the limits of available hoisting, drainage, pumping 
and ventilation technology, but as these technologies progressed, deeper, vertical shafts were sunk 
along the vein and horizontal drainage levels (referred to as ‘adits’ in some mining districts, though 
more usually described as ‘soughs’ in Derbyshire and occasionally in Yorkshire) were driven in from 
low-lying valleys, but it was not until the 17th century that such techniques were widely employed away 
from the silver-rich mines of the South West. To improve the ventilation and drainage of the mines 
these shafts and levels were frequently connected below ground. These later mines often reworked veins 
previously exploited using the techniques described above and evidence of shafts with associated spoil 
mounds and surface installations for hoisting and pumping are often discernable as an intrusion into 
the earlier earthworks.  

The vein ore was worked underground by stoping and accessed by internal shafts (winzes) and levels. 
Driving the adits, sinking the shafts and working the stopes was often aided by firesetting (see section 
on underground archaeology), for which much archaeological evidence has now been retrieved (Barnatt 
& Worthington 2007; 2009), although explosives were available from the 17th century and evidence for 
their use is also known in lead mines. A high proportion of the host rocks in which lead and zinc veins 
occur are competent, which have allowed the mines to survive in a stable condition below ground. 
Where still open, this has allowed some mines to remain accessible for archaeological research. 

In Wales the north of England and in Shropshire, but not in Derbyshire or in the South West, the 
technique of hushing was used to prospect and exploit the upper sections of lead. This involved utilizing 
a flow of water to aid the extraction process, exposing ore and perhaps assisting in releasing and sorting 
the ore by washing away waste, but the use of water for such purposes is frequently misunderstood. The 
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resulting field remains after an extended period of use was a deep linear gulley or artificial ravine from 
which ore and gangue have been entirely carried away. Large examples include Colberry in Teesdale 
(County Durham), North Hush at Gunnerside Gill and Bunton Hush in Swaledale (North Yorkshire), 
Roman Gravels (Shropshire). Water to serve the hushes was collected via leats or gutters, often 
utilising rainwater sources, and captured in dams or reservoirs close by the hush working to be used 
when required. These frequently survive as earthworks associated close by the hush remains. The 
techniques and field remains have been examined in the Northern Pennine orefield by Fairbairn (1992, 
2002) and Cranstone (1992b), who suggested many were of 18th-century date. Investigation in 
Arkengarthdale suggests that working by hushing was only effective where the veins had first been 
exploited using conventional methods of sinking shafts and levels (Martin Roe pers comm). Timberlake 
has focussed on hushing leats and dams in Wales, where a medieval to 18th-century date for this 
practice has been confirmed and the possibility of some Roman hushing (Timberlake 2004).  

 

7.6.2 Sources of Power 
Horses were a major source of motive power for the lead industry. They were used on the surface for 
pulling skips on tramways to move lead ore, waste and mining materials, and in the North of England, 
they were used underground where horse levels were the predominant means of access to the mines. 
They were frequently harnessed to drive winding and pumping apparatus, such as the rag and chain 
pump, using horse gin or whim setups and, in the Peak District, they provided similar circular 
movement for breaking ore on crushing circles. In a few mines the sites of underground horse gins have 
been recorded at Danby Level in Arkengarthdale and Rampgill Level at Nenthead.  

Water power was used widely in the orefields of the North Pennines, the Yorkshire Dales, the Lake 
District and Devon and Cornwall. In these districts the topography and the high rainfall enabled 
extensive use of waterwheels for pumping and draining mines, hoisting ore and spoil to the surface and 
to power crushing mills, dressing floors and their associated processes. Leats and reservoirs were 
constructed and along with the wheelpits survive as evidence of these installations. A complex water 
management system of this type has been described by Gill (2004b) on Grassington Moor and other 
notable examples of water-powered mines are Nenthead and Killhope and Wheal Betsy in Devonshire 
where, in combination with neighbouring Wheal Friendship, 17 waterwheels were recorded in use in 
1838. Water power was of more limited use in other orefields where supplies were at a premium such as 
Shropshire, the Mendips and Derbyshire. Willies (2004) has discussed some of the reasons for the 
limitations of water usage in Derbyshire mining. However, water was used in the Peaks to power water 
pressure engines for pumping and examples were installed in various mines in the north of England. 
The greatest concentration of these engines was around Alport in Derbyshire but other examples were 
installed in Swaledale, including at the Sir Francis Mine and at Coalcleugh near Nenthead and were 
used widely in mines around Allenheads. Examples have been described by Willies (1977, 2004), 
Carlisle and Gill (2004) and Roe (2004).  

Steam power was used from the 18th century in all the lead orefields for pumping and hoisting, with the 
possible exception of the Mendips. In Shropshire mining depended upon steam power as the mines 
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there were comparatively deep and a general lack of surface water meant that several mines had 
invested in steam engines by the 1780s. There was also an adjacent coalfield to provide fuel to fire these 
steam engines making their use attractive for economical reasons. There are the remains of engine 
houses at Snailbeach, Tankerville and Roman Gravels mines, amongst others. In excess of 100 steam 
engines were installed at various times in the Derbyshire orefield (Willies, Rieuwerts & Flindall, 1977). 
Some of the earliest Newcomen engines were installed around Winster, including engines of 1717 (the 
7th oldest), 1719 and 1724, whilst numerous Cornish engines were installed in this orefield in the 19th 
century; the engine house at Magpie Mine at Sheldon is a classic surviving example. Whilst the remains 
of engine houses are rare on Yorkshire lead mines, steam engines were widely used in those places 
where surface water was absent. An example is the surviving engine house at Cononley, surveyed by 
Roe (2000a). The Cockhill mine, at Greenhow Hill, had two underground engine/boiler houses for 
pumping and winding from deep sumps (Gill & McNeil 1977, 54-6). Many later 19th-century mines 
around Greenhow used semi-portable high-pressure Robey-type engines. Keld Heads and Cobscar 
mines, in Wensleydale, had steam engines, as did Cononley and the nearby Raygill barytes mine. Other 
engines were at Lane End and the Hurst mines in Swaledale, described by Gill (2000a). In the North 
Pennines there are engine houses at Shildon, Presser and Beldon Mines, to name but a sample. In 
Devonshire examples of engines houses at specifically lead mines are Wheal Betsy on western 
Dartmoor, which had both pumping and hoisting engines, Wheal Exmouth and Adams, Aller and Frank 
Mills in the Teign Valley (Nance & Nance 1996, 109). A fine engine house which once housed a 100-inch 
engine survives at Cornwall’s foremost lead mine, East Wheal Rose (Douch 1979, 33). 

Electricity, usually generated on-site using mainly diesel engines, was used in the relatively few lead 
mines which survived into the 20th century (when their production was a substantial proportion of the 
whole national output), e.g. at Millclose Mine, Derbyshire, Greenside Mine in the Lake District, and at 
Nenthead, Cumbria. The electricity was either used for pumping in the mine, hoisting from the mine, or 
on surface works. Compressed air was used at a few innovative mines in the last quarter of the 19th 
century. They used water, steam, electricity or internal combustion engines to drive fixed compressors, 
but in 20th century mobile compressors were increasingly used at all but a few big mines.  

 

7.6.3 Movement of materials 

Minerals from lead and zinc mines have mostly been transported by horse-power, either by packhorse 
or carts. Rural trackways, which either pre-existed the mines or were created to serve them, are 
common in lead mining districts such as the Peaks and North Pennines. Trackways may be seen to good 
effect associated with the mines on Grassington Moor and in Swaledale while packhorse tracks or 
‘galloways’ are common in the Pennines.  

Tramway systems exist in the North Pennine orefield at some of the larger and more centralised mining 
districts such as Nenthead, and at Priddy in Mendip, but elsewhere they are not so common other than 
for localised use between adits, dressing floors and spoil dump, though a short (c.315m) surface 
tramway was built between shafts and dressing floors at Grassington in 1825. Snailbeach Mine in 
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Shropshire was probably the only lead/zinc mine in England to be served by its own railway line 
(Snailbeach District Railway). This ran from 1877, but is generally regarded as having been built too 
late in the life of the mine to have had any great economic benefit (Tonks, 2007). The Cromford and 
High Peak Railway across the White Peak area of Derbyshire may have carried materials to and from 
the mines in the area, but once again, it came too late to be successful; numerous literature is available 
on this topic. At Borringdon Park, Devon, the mine was linked by cart tracks to the Cann Canal, built 
c.1820 to transport slate from a nearby quarry to the tidal Plym at Plympton, two miles to the south. 
This was replaced by a horse-drawn railway in 1824, which continued in use throughout the remaining 
life of the mine.  

 

7.6.4 Infrastructure 

The infrastructure of the lead mining districts can be differentiated between two types. In the North 
Pennines, Yorkshire and the Lake District geology dictated that the mines tended to be high on the fells 
away from population centres, whilst in the Peak District, Shropshire and the South-West they were 
closer to established settlements. The northern mines tend to be staffed by workers from small hamlets 
and farmsteads. This led to the development of lodging houses at or near some more remote mine sites, 
for example at Langdon Beck, Teesdale, and at Killhope in Weardale, and also, in some cases, the 
development of specialist villages and company rows, as at Nenthead and Hunstanworth. In the Peak 
District, Shropshire and Cornwall the mines were rarely far from the population centres, and this 
allowed miners to live in the midst of a general population and a wider spread of trades occurred in 
these villages. In the case of the silver mines in the Tamar Valley there is good evidence for the creation 
of a dedicated settlement at Bere Alston, providing accommodation and markets for the miners from the 
late 13th century onwards (Rippon et al 2009, 141-5).  

 

7.6.5 Ore Dressing 

The manner in which ores of lead, and later zinc, were prepared (dressed) for smelting changed with the 
smelting technique. The earlier wind-blown hearths could not treat crushed ore of small dimensions; 
that had to be smelted in bellows-blown, charcoal-fuelled furnaces at greater cost both in fuel and the 
loss of lead through volatilisation. Consequently only silver-rich ores were so treated on a regular basis 
(Rippon et al 2009, 87-100). It was only after the introduction of the ore-hearth process in the late 16th 
century and, later, the reverberatory furnace, that crushing and washing, i.e. gravity separation, of ores 
using buddles etc. became commonplace for non-argentiferous ores. 

Lead and Zinc dressing floors of varying complexity have been described in work by Palmer and 
Neaverson (1989), Cranstone (1986, 1989), Burt (1992), Barnatt (2002), Dennison and Haigh (1997), 
Murphy (1996) and Willies (1975, 1991, 1998). Lead dressing floors may vary greatly from the simple 
buddles and dams described by Willies and Barnatt in Derbyshire, through to the complex industrial-
scale processes at later mines described by Palmer and Neaverson, who also give a useful gazetteer 
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(though in need of updating). Generally speaking all lead and zinc ores require cleaning and sorting to 
some degree. This was nearly always carried out adjacent to the mining sites and the remains may vary 
from grass-covered buddles and slimes dams to large areas of waste tailings, structures and ruined 
buildings. After manual picking the essential processes for the dressing of lead are washing, classifying, 
reducing (i.e. crushing) and concentrating using gravity, sieving and, later, flotation techniques, but 
both the scale and methods associated with these processes varied by region. The following is a general 
summary.  

Ore, once brought to the surface, was stored in stone-built hoppers with sloping interiors, known as 
bouse teams. These are more common in the Yorkshire and North Pennine orefields – such as at 
Killhope, Gunnerside Gill, Beldi and Old Gang – than in Derbyshire and examples are yet to be 
recorded in the Mendip or Cornubian orefields, though the equivalent at tin and copper mines are 
usually referred to as ore bins. The purer grades of galena required only crushing before smelting, 
whereas, if in a matrix combined with gangue minerals, it required crushing washing and sorting.  

Crushing could be carried out by hand using flat-faced hammers known as ‘buckers’. The archaeological 
evidence of this process sometimes survives as flat topped stones with slight indentations known as 
‘knock’ or ‘bucking’ stones. A more automated system, though confined to Derbyshire, was the crushing 
circle comprising an edge-set circular stone (edge runner) driven in a continuous circle over a flat 
surface, powered by a pony. Remains of a fine example survives at Odin Mine, with the edge-runner and 
circular track still in place, and a smaller example was archaeologically excavated at How Grove 
(Barnatt 2002), both sites near Castleton in Derbyshire. A description and gazetteer of crushing circles 
may be found in Barnatt (2002). Crushing rollers, powered by waterwheels were a later development 
from the 19th century but unlike the installations used in the copper industry of Devon and Cornwall, 
which were always housed in robust stone buildings, at lead mines it was common for the rollers to be 
placed on stone platforms adjacent to the wheelpit, such as the example on display at the Yorkshire 
Dales Mining Museum at Earby which was retrieved from Old Providence Mine, Wharfedale. Remains 
of other examples survive at Killhope, Weardale in Co. Durham, and in parts of Wales, at Cowarch and 
Lliwedd, although the latter is a copper mine (Bick 1985, 76-8), but their survival on English lead mines 
is rare. Stamping mills were used infrequently at lead mines though examples are known at Nenthead 
(Cranstone 1989, 41) and Wheal Betsy in Devon (Pye & Westcott 1992, Fig 2).  

Ore was concentrated or washed using a variety of gravity and sieving methods, which relied on a 
disparity in the relative density between the valuable ores and the gangue minerals. This principle was 
also key to the separation of lighter zinc particles from those of the much denser lead as part of the 
dressing process, enabling zinc to be retrieved as paying ore at mines primarily worked for lead 
deposits, though it was often discarded as gangue.  

The most significant gravity method of dressing lead ore was the buddle. Early buddles comprised 
rectangular stone or timber-lined, inclined troughs though by the 19th century circular buddles were 
used often providing distinctive field evidence; many survive as circular earthworks at Velvet Bottom 
near Charterhouse in the Mendips, but they are common in most orefields. Hand methods such as 
hotching tubs and jiggers are unlikely to have left much specific archaeological evidence although the 
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areas in which these operations took place, known as washing floors, often survive as artificially 
levelled terraces, with stone or part timber surfaces. Water- powered hotching tubs were introduced at 
Grassington in the mid 1820s by John Barratt (Gill 1988 37-50) and water-powered jiggers and Brunton 
frames were a feature of many later 19th-century lead mines and both were recorded at Killhope 
(Cranstone 1989). 

Zinc in the form of sphalerite frequently occurred alongside galena and in lead mines it was considered 
a nuisance. To some extent it could be picked underground and rejected or separated as paying ore 
using standard lead dressing processes, but in archaeological terms there is no way of knowing (other 
than documentary record or sampling of dressing waste) if it was collected as paying ore or discarded. 
Archaeological evidence for specific zinc recovery might therefore be difficult to distinguish from that of 

a mine dealing only with lead.  

It the 20th century the flotation process, aided by shaking tables such as the Wilfley, made it easier to 
separate the zinc, but its low value probably served to relegate it to a minor role. However, zinc was 
recovered using these processes from Nenthead (Cumbria) until 1943. Remains of associated buildings 
survive at this site. Evidence of this technology at mines where lead and zinc are known to have 
occurred could imply zinc was being recovered as a paying ore, though not with any certainty. 

 

7.6.6 Smelting 

Smelting has been subject to more attention by researchers than some other aspects of lead mining, 
both historical and archaeological, and covering most regions of England, although for the Mendips, 
Shropshire, Devon and Cornwall coverage is patchy. General and historical accounts of lead smelting in 
Derbyshire have been provided by Crossley and Kiernan (1992), Willies (1969; 1990; 1991; 1992), and 
the Yorkshire smelting mills have been summarised by Gill (1992; 1993b; 2000b), Smith and Murphy 
(2003). Fairbairn (1993; 1994; 1998) has produced a number of small articles concerning smelting in the 
Pennine orefield, and lesser-known sites in the West Pennines have been identified by Smith and 
Murphy (2010). A conference proceedings devoted to the topic of lead smelting, discussing numerous 
aspects of its history and archaeology, was published in 1992 (Willies & Cranstone 1992). 

The earliest lead smelters were bole/bale furnaces and are known to have been in use long before their 
first documented citing in the 12th century (Anguilano et al 2010). They probably comprised simple 
structures of stone slabs sited on westward facing slopes, drawing their oxygen supply from the 
prevailing winds. They relied on a supply of reasonably pure ore but were quite inefficient, producing 
large amounts of slag which might be later re-processed by smelting in small charcoal fired bellows-
blown furnaces. Evidence of over 100 bole smelting sites survives in the Peak District alone (Ford & 
Rieuwerts 2000, 28). Barker has identified 35 medieval lead smelting sites (bales) in Swaledale and 
Arkengarthdale (1978), but only one had been C14 dated (c.1580) and very little was known about them. 
More recently, NMRS has funded a programme of dating carbon residues from such sites. A small group 
headed by Smith undertook this work, finding new sites and proposing a typology for bale slags (2006a). 
The dates fell within the first half of the 2nd millennium (2006b). 
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In the late 16th century the introduction of the ore-hearth, a bellows-blown process capable of utilising a 
range of fuels including kiln dried wood, coal and peat, allowed lower grade crushed ore to be smelted; 
resulting in the re-working of lead deposits and the waste discarded during earlier workings. Originally 
the bellows were driven by human foot power but by 1572 water power was harnessed for this task. An 
ore-hearth smelt mill was excavated at Buckden Gavel in 1974 by the NCMRS (Dickinson et al 1975; 
Dickinson 1978, 38-9).  

The reverberatory furnace, capable of using coal to better effect in smelting lead ores, was developed in 
the late 17th century and came into widespread use in large smelting operations from the mid-18th 
century onwards. It was adopted on those ore-fields, such as the Derbyshire Peak District, which were 
close to coal deposits and occasionally at more remote locations such as Grassington Moor in the 
southern part of the Yorkshire Dales. Most remote upland orefields, as in Yorkshire and the Northern 
Pennines, did, however, continue to use the ore-hearth through into the early 20th century. A small 
number of high temperature blast furnaces were also used at locations where waste dumps of slag and 
slimes left by earlier enterprises were being re-worked - as at Charterhouse on Mendip and at Alport in 
Derbyshire. From the early 19th century long fuel systems became a features of all smelting operations; 
improving the efficiency of operations in recovering the lead otherwise lost as fumes to atmosphere. 
Remains of lead smelt mills with the infrastructure associated with fuel supply including, chop-wood 
kilns and peat stores, survive at Grassington, Marrick, Old Gang, Surrender, Grinton and other sites in 
the Yorkshire Dales; Alport, Froggatt Wood and elsewhere on the east of the Derbyshire Peak; and sites 
such as Hogget Gill in what is now Cumbria. In Devon, at Weirquay near Bere Ferrers and at Combe 
Martin, there were specialist silver-lead smelters where surviving features can still be identified (Buck 
2008b; Claughton 1997) whereas in East Cornwall structures survive at Wheal Langford which are 
probably related to the smelter erected in the 1830s but their purpose is unresolved (Earl & Tylecote 
1988).  

The extent of zinc smelting in England has not yet been assessed but a number of zinc smelters have 
been recorded operating in England: at Tindale (Cumbria), between 1845-95 (Almond 1977, 22-40; 
Smith & Murphy 2011, 11) and Langley (Northumberland) at around 1820.  

 

7.6.7 Refining silver-bearing lead 

Recovery of silver from lead (refining) came after the lead had been smelted. The process of cupellation 
was, from antiquity until the late 19th century, the only method used and field evidence, in the form of 
litharge cakes (the large wood or bone ash cupels which absorbed a proportion of the litharge [lead 
oxide] during the process and were discarded after the silver had been recovered), is occasionally found: 
as in the excavation of the Roman fort at Pentrehyling on the Shropshire / Montgomeryshire border 
(Bayley & Eckstein 1998). Most litharge cakes were, however, re-smelted to recover the lead and might 
only be detected by analysis of the smelting residues, as carried out in investigation of the 16th/17th 
smelter site at Combe Martin in North Devon (Paynter et al 2010). 
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Medieval refinery sites are known from the documentary evidence but have proved difficult to identify 
in the landscape, due primarily to the contemporary process of reworking the residues (Rippon et al. 
2009, 93-99: Claughton & Smart in press). It is a similar picture for post-medieval silver refining (see, 
for example, Paynter et al. 2010) but some 18th - 19th-century refining houses survive as recognisable 
structures as, for example, that at the Nenthead smelter in what is now Cumbria, with its associated 
Assay House. Archaeological investigation of these sites is, however, very limited. 

In the 19th century the development of the Pattinson enrichment process improved the viability of silver 
recovery from lead and the distinctive plant became a feature at a number of smelting complexes in 
England. Although elements from the plant survive in museum collections none can be found in situ 
(Raistrick & Roberts 1990, 73). The site of a Pattinson enrichment plant at the Tamar lead smelter, 
Weirquay near Bere Alston in Devon, has been assessed on behalf of Devon County Council as part of a 
wider brief covering the surviving structures at the two smelters on the site (Buck 2008b, 28-29). Some 
parts of the Nenthead smelter site, including the refinery, have been cleared and the surviving visible 
features recorded (North Pennines Archaeology Ltd pending) but the buildings which housed a 
Pattinson plant and a later Rozan plant were not included in that work. The later plant was a 
development of the Pattinson process using a combination of steam to agitate the molten silver-rich lead 
and cold water to encourage the lead to crystalise out, thus reducing both labour and time. It has not 
yet been the subject of detailed historical or archaeological investigation. The Parkes process which took 
advantage of the affinity between zinc metal and silver to recover the latter from molten lead, thus 
removing the necessity to use cupellation as the final refining process, was only used in the large 
smelting concerns based at remote locations in the coalfields, for example at Burry Port in 
Carmarthenshire. It is therefore outside the remit of this assessment.  

 

7.6.8 Turf 

Peat or ‘turf’ was an important fuel for the smelting of lead and needed to be cut, transported and 
stored near the smelt mill. The cutting of turf for smelting has left distinctive features on the uplands in 
the Yorkshire Dales (Johnson 2009) and is occasionally found elsewhere, as at Wheal Betsy, north of 
Mary Tavy in Devon, where an approximate area of turf cutting to supply a silver-lead smelting house 
is recorded high on Dartmoor (Newman 2010). Turf roads, along which the peat was transported to the 
smelter, are a potentially important feature of lead smelting landscapes. Storage was in turf houses, 
comprising open-sided structures with roofs supported on stone pillars. These are most common in 
Yorkshire at sites such as Old Gang and Surrender in Swaledale and Keld Heads in Wensleydale, but 
one lesser example associated with lead smelting has been recorded on Dartmoor in Devon (Newman 
2010).  

 

7.6.9 Regional variation 

Much of the industry in the north of England took place in unimproved land and the uplands, leaving 
extensive areas of largely undisturbed mining remains across the landscape. The practice of hushing for 
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example has left many deep scars across hillsides in the orefields of the northern counties where lead 
was exploited. Within the Peak District lead mining took place in both unimproved and farmed 
landscapes but, despite contemporary and subsequent widespread land improvement, numerous sites 
survive with archaeological remains both above and below ground (Barnatt & Penny, 2004).  

The Shropshire orefield is, by contrast, dominated by deep mining, reflecting the later development of 
some of its mines and where a legacy of surface mine buildings and remains survive, particularly at 
Snailbeach and Tankerville but other types of remains exist across this orefield, and it is known that 
Roman and Medieval lead mining took place there (Cranstone 1992a 14).  

Much of the lead mining in Devon and Cornwall took place in deep mines in the 18th and 19th centuries, 
where the evidence is not easily distinguished from those of tin and copper mining. In Devon lead was 
mined along the N-S cross-course veins surrounding Dartmoor and within the Tamar Valley. However, 
earlier evidence survives for surface working by shallow pits and openworks in the Bere Ferrers 
(Devon) and Silver Valley (Cornwall) mines. The latter has field evidence for multiple-shafts into 
transitional gunnises/stopes, possibly of 17th century date (R Waterhouse pers comm). Evidence for 
medieval cross-cut adits has been identified in the Bere Ferrers mines (Rippon, Claughton & Smart, 
2009), and there is some evidence for these in the Silver Valley area too.  

 

7.7 Archaeological Recording 
Published archaeological evidence for lead mining on specific sites prior to the medieval period is 
limited to the early Roman shallow workings investigated by Todd (2007) in the Mendips, and a small 
waste heap covered by a supposedly Romano-British orthostat wall at Roystone Grange in Derbyshire 
(Hodges, 1991). This evidence from Roystone Grange has been challenged by Chadwick and Evans 
(2000). However, the catalogue of Roman lead pigs listed by Dearne (1990) indicate that there must 
have been an extensive lead and silver mining industry operating in the Roman period and this is 
supported by the paleoenvironmental evidence from peat deposits (see for example, Mighall et al 2009), 
prior to which, the evidence for lead mining is almost entirely circumstantial and consists of stray finds 
of lead artefacts. The metallurgy of prehistoric mining in the British Isles has been discussed by 
Tylecote (1986) (see also Section 2.6). 

Claughton (2009) has discussed the evidence for the use of lead in buildings and artefacts during the 
early medieval period and has pointed out that archaeological evidence in support of mining prior to the 
13th century is largely remote from the activity itself. There is a possible pre-Norman or medieval figure 
of a miner in Wirksworth Church but originally from Bonsall Church (Henstock, 1999). 

There is no general publication covering the archaeology of lead mining in England, other than 
Cranstone’s (1992a) MPP Step 1 report, which focussed only on sites considered worth protecting under 
the policies of the 1980s-90s. More widely, the level of archaeological investigation at lead, zinc and 
silver mines varies greatly by region and depends largely on the scale of professional involvement, 
although the activities of independent archaeologists has also made a massive impact on the knowledge 
base. In general, fieldwork and recording of surface landscapes and a limited number of underground 
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surveys, dominate the corpus of work achieved so far and other forms of intervention, including 
excavation, have been limited.  

The Peak District has the highest number of published reports resulting from archaeological activities, 
including underground surveys, and an area-wide study has been completed and published by the 
PDNPA (Barnatt & Penny 2004), mapping and listing lead mining sites across the entire orefield. There 
has been a long tradition of surface recording of lead mines published in numerous editions of Mining 

History including New Venture (Heathcote 1997a & b; 1998); Mouldridge (Pearce et al 1984) – above 
and below ground – and others.  

Various detailed landscape surveys have also been carried out by Barnatt (1993a-c; 2004; 2005; 2006), 
Taylor (1999), Ullathorne (2002) and Bevan and Sidebottom (1995), but most of these are in ‘grey’ 
format accessible in the archives of the PDNPA. Archaeological excavation on mining sites is still in its 
infancy but has been more frequent at bole-smelting sites, such as Linch Clough (Bevan, Doonan and 
Gale, 2004) and Totley Moor (Kiernan & Van de Noort 1992); engine-house sites at High Rake Mine 
(Barnatt 2011), Silence Mine and, at present, at Watergrove Mine; on dressing floors at How Grove 
(Barnatt, 2002) and High Rake Mines (Barnatt, 2011). A lead working settlement was excavated in 
advance of the construction of Carsington Reservoir (Ling & Courtenay 1981). Archaeological recording 
has also taken place at various underground sites where charcoal for carbon-dating has been retrieved 
from firesetting locations (Barnatt & Worthington 2009).  

In Shropshire, archaeological work has been limited to surface recording mainly associated with 
conservation work at Snailbeach (Brown 1988; Hannaford 2004; 2006; Hannaford & Price 1995; 
Truman & Gill 1990). In Cornwall and Devon, where lead and zinc were minor components of an 
orefield dominated by tin and copper, archaeological research specific to lead mining has not been 
identified, but within the general study of the Cornubian orefield, and in particular the research 
undertaken for the Cornish Mining Landscape World Heritage designation, lead mining is included 
within surveys of mines where a range of ores were raised. Work towards mapping the surface workings 
of the 19th century and earlier Silver Valley mines in East Cornwall, has been undertake by 
Waterhouse, but remains unpublished (R Waterhouse pers comm). 

The archaeology of the silver-lead workings of the Bere Ferrers peninsula in Devon and adjoining parts 
of the Tamar and Tavy valleys have been studied in a major landscape investigation by Rippon, 
Claughton and Smart (2009). Fieldwork to record engine houses at mines in Devon, including those 
sited at lead mines, has been published by Nance and Nance (1996), and Pye and Westcott (1982).  

Archaeological investigation in the Mendip orefields has focussed on the Romano-British settlement at 
Charterhouse (Williams 1998; Smith & Brown 2006; Todd 2007 and Fradley 2009). Most investigation 
of mining features has been led by caving interests in the search for ‘lost’ caverns and mines. In the 
1970s Chris Richards recorded underground features associated with calamine extraction at the so 
called Singing River Mine (Richards 1971 and 1975). The Charterhouse Rakes were mapped by Roberts 
(1982) with a view to underground exploration. Stanton and Clarke (1984) also mapped many of the 
surviving features in the Blackmore and Velvet Bottom valleys associated with the 19th-century 
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reworking of both the mines and the ancient slag deposits in the same area. Further east around Priddy 
has also been work underground; for example, the work by Jarratt at Five Buddles Sink (1997) or 
Stock’s House Shaft (2001) looking for drainage features used by Thomas Bushell during mining 
operations in the 17th century. The area around Charterhouse is currently being investigated by 
Charterhouse Environs Research Team (CHERT), who have applied various survey techniques to the 
lead mines at Velvet Bottom (Goddard et al 2009) and are continuing with ongoing work there. A useful 
AP map transcription of the lead rakes around Charterhouse and Priddy was compiled by Broomhead 
(2001). 

The lead mines of the Yorkshire Dales and the areas peripheral to the southern Dales have been widely 
researched historically in various publications of the NMRS. Very few archaeological surveys carried 
out have been published for this area but included in several NMRS volumes are the results of 
fieldwork, including plans, maps and, in some cases, excavations (e.g. Dickinson 1975; 1978). As with 
many areas of northern England, the Yorkshire Dales National Park, has been comprehensively 
mapped as part of the English Heritage National Mapping Programme (Horne & McLeod 2004), which 
has included a large number of lead mining remains. Fieldwork and mapping of the Dales lead mines 
was also undertaken by Gill (1993c & d) and lead mines have been included in various rapid assessment 
surveys such as that for the Nidderdale AONB (Anon 2000). Roe has carried out surveys for some of the 
peripheral southern mines such as Cononley (2000a) and Thievley (2000b) and published more detailed 
landscape research into surface and underground survey (2003; 2006; 2007). Ainsworth and Burn have 
surveyed Grassington Moor on behalf of English Heritage in order to assess certain threats to the 
remains (Ainsworth & Burn 2009). 

Minor archaeological works, many of which are unpublished ‘grey’ reports, have been carried out by 
Dennison (1997; 1999a & b; 2000) in Swaledale and upper Wharfedale; by Gill, Murphy and Baldwin 
(2001) on early smelting sites in Swaledale; Smith and Murphy (2003 and 2010) on similar sites in in 
both Swaledale and Nidderdale; whilst White (1989) has looked at the conservation of mining features. 
Smelt mill sites have been excavated at Lumb Clough at Sutton in Craven, near Keighley, (Dickinson, 
Gill & Martell 1975), Buckden, in upper Wharfedale, (Dickinson 1978), Old Gang and Surrender, in 
Swaledale, (Cranstone 1990; 1991). Clough (1980) carried out an architectural survey of many smelt 
mill sites which has provided a basis for further study both historical and archaeological.  

The mines of the Northern Pennines have been similarly historically surveyed in various journals 
published by the NMRS, often coupled with fieldwork, and by the Friends of Killhope. Excavations were 
undertaken at Killhope and Nenthead by Cranstone (1986; 1989), but most archaeological survey work 
that has been completed remains unpublished - for example the Nenthead dressing floors have recently 
been surveyed by North Pennines Archaeology for English Heritage (pending). There is an ongoing 
large-scale project entitled ‘The Miner-Farmer Landscapes of the North Pennines AONB’, initiated by 
EH in 2008. This project is researching the lead mining landscapes within parts of the orefield focusing 
on Middle Fell, the village of Alston and the area around the Roman fort at Whitley Castle. Closely 
associated with this work was a report on the Archaeology of the Scordale Valley in Cumbria (Hunt & 
Ainsworth, 2010). Work on the bale smelting sites of the North Pennines has been carried out by 
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Fairbairn (1994, 1998, 2007), Smith (2006), Crossley (1988) and Maxwell (1995). The mining of metals 
has been considered in both the NW and NE Regional Frameworks (Brennand, Chitty & Newman 2006) 
and (Petts with Gerrard 2006). 

The history of lead and zinc mining in the Lake District has also been explored in journals by the 
NMRS and local groups including CATMHS. Once again, much landscape survey work has been carried 
out by various bodies, produced as unpublished ‘grey’ reports. Surveys and excavations took place at 
Barrow Mine, Keswick (Anon 1988) and survey assessments, including lead mining, were undertaken at 
Thirlmere Estate (Anon 1997; 1998). Greenside in Patterdale has been subject to several investigations, 
including Anon (2001a & b) and RCHME (Topping et al 1992) carried out unpublished survey work at 
this mine. Force Crag Mine, worked for lead, zinc and barytes, has been subject to detailed earthwork 
survey of the above ground landscape (Oswald & Pearson 1999; Oswald et al 2008). 

In summary, the overwhelming majority of archaeological research into the lead, zinc and silver 
industries has been survey and field recording of surface evidence, including landscape studies, 
mapping surveys, rapid surveys, air photo transcriptions and some large scale surveys. Much of this 
work has been by individuals or groups working in the independent sector, including some work that 
complements historical studies already completed. The work by professionals in this field has increased 
over recent years, but as lead mines tend to be located in rural areas and are less likely to be affected by 
development, fieldwork is designed to respond to a different set of threats to that of coal mining for 
example. Some focussed underground survey has been undertaken but, as for other metals, the 
expertise to carry out this work is possessed by only a few people and the results so far are limited. 
Research excavation, when carried out, has been by those in the independent sector.  
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